Student Feedback on Online Instruction - Fall 2017

There are 21 questions in this survey

Single Answer Questions

Instructions:

Please respond to the following statements using the scale provided.

1
The instructor introduced himself/herself online appropriately. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies  usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies  rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

2
The instructor gave clear instructions on where to start and where to find course components. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies  usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies  rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

3
The instructor has clear guidelines on course etiquette (sometimes called “netiquette”) that students must follow when communicating with other students or to the teacher (emails, message boards, etc.). *

Choose one of the following answers
Please choose **only one** of the following:

- almost always applies
- usually applies
- sometimes applies
- rarely applies
- almost never applies

4. **The syllabus clearly outlines course and learning objectives.** *

Choose one of the following answers.

Please choose **only one** of the following:

- almost always applies
- usually applies
- sometimes applies
- rarely applies
- almost never applies

5. **The instructor provided a clear course grading policy in the syllabus.** *

Choose one of the following answers.

Please choose **only one** of the following:

- almost always applies
- usually applies
- sometimes applies
- rarely applies
- almost never applies

6. **The instructor created activities and assignments that allowed for class interaction.** *

Choose one of the following answers.

Please choose **only one** of the following:

- almost always applies
- usually applies
- sometimes applies
- rarely applies
7
The instructor stated and followed a plan for classroom response time and assignment feedback. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies      usually applies
sometimes applies   sometimes applies
rarely applies      rarely applies
almost never applies almost never applies

8
The instructor clearly stated student interaction and participation requirements. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies      usually applies
sometimes applies   sometimes applies
rarely applies      rarely applies
almost never applies almost never applies

9
The instructor’s course design followed logical, consistent, and efficient navigation through online components. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies      usually applies
sometimes applies   sometimes applies
rarely applies      rarely applies
almost never applies almost never applies

10
The course materials helped students prepare for class assignments. *

Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies  usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies  rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

11
Exams or other testing methods covered class topics. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies  usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies  rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

12
The instructor treated students fairly and respectfully in this course. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies  usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies  rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

13
The instructor graded exams and assignments fairly and accurately. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies  usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies  rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

14
The instructor routinely provided student grades on exams, assignments, and participation in Brightspace. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose **only one** of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies    usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies     rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

15
The instructor seemed to have adequate knowledge about the subject matter and was able to communicate this knowledge to the class. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose **only one** of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies    usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies     rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

16
The instructor indicated a willingness to help students and a concern for student progress. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose **only one** of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies    usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies     rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

17
Brightspace helped me easily communicate with the instructor and other students (for example, through email and/or discussion boards). *
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Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

- almost always applies
- usually applies
- sometimes applies
- rarely applies
- almost never applies

18
It was easy to submit assignments and/or take assessments on Brightspace. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

- almost always applies
- usually applies
- sometimes applies
- rarely applies
- almost never applies

19
I received quality Brightspace support when needed. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

- almost always applies
- usually applies
- sometimes applies
- rarely applies
- almost never applies

Open Ended Question.

Instructions:

Please respond to the following open ended question.

20
What other comments or suggestions do you have about the course and/or the instructor? *

Please write your answer here:
21
What other comments or suggestions do you have about Brightspace? *

Please write your answer here:

Thank you for your responses!
11-21-2017 – 17:00

Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.